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Subject: Grove Park School 

 
 

Kate 
You have asked Gwilym to review the recommendation not to list Grove Park school, and 
posed a series of questions, which are probably best addressed initially be me as I am 
familiar with the case. I have also been able to speak to Simon this morning. 
 
As you will be aware, the school has already been assessed on two previous occasions (the 
most recent of which was in 2007-8), and the recent spot-listing request came in very much 
at the eleventh hour.  We would have to have very good reasons for overturning previous 
advice in these circumstances. 
 
The principles of selection for  listing as set out in Circular 61/96 are clear that the approach 
for twentieth century listing is to identify key examples for each of a range of building types, 
including educational, and to treat these examples as broadly defining a standard against 
which to judge proposals for additions to the list. 
 
In making the recommendation not to list in this case, we treated Grove Park as an inter-war 
purpose-built state school.  In this period, school design was rather conservative, and there 
is nothing particularly innovative in the planning of Grove Park – building around internal 
quadrangles was a common convention of planning and layout for grammar schools in 
particular, and the examples from the former county of Glamorgan exhibit a series of 
variations on this form. Had we defined the building type in a slightly different way – for 
example to include post-war school building –  it would perhaps have been even clearer why 
Grove Park did not make the cut: Wales was something of a pioneer in the immediate post-
war period, and there are some excellent examples of truly innovative design and planning 
(including what may be the UK’s first purpose-designed comprehensive school, at Amlwch 
on Anglesey). In this context, it becomes easier to see why it is  very difficult to suggest that 
Grove Park School stands out from its contemporaries. 
 
You have questioned why the benchmark  is set by the work of a single architect: the group 
of schools designed by the Glamorgan county architect clearly stand out for the sheer 
quality of their design and construction – like Grove Park, they are not necessarily 
innovative in their planning, but they make bold use of Neo-Georgian and Baroque styles 
which gives them considerable stylistic panache, and suggests an ambition and confidence 
which is simply not present at Grove Park.  Modernist influences began to come in during 
the 1930s, but in its design, Grove Park remains conservative – its relative simplicity is 
merely an absence of enrichment, rather than a break through into modernism. There are 
very few architectural embellishments, and whilst the staircases show elements of 
modernist or art deco styling, they are not themselves sufficient to lift the building over the 
bar for listing.  
 



The Glamorgan schools rightly set the benchmark, but of course this does not imply a quota 
–  it is always possible that there are other examples which were not identified on resurvey, 
but which demonstrate comparable quality and character. The point here is that measured 
against this standard, Grove Park school does not our view meet the test of quality and 
character required for listing.   
 
I will forward photographs shortly.  
 

 
Happy to discuss. 
 
Judith 
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"Dylai unrhyw ddatganiadau neu sylwadau a wneir uchod gael eu hystyried yn rhai personol ac nid yn 

rhai gan Lywodraeth Cynulliad Cymru, unrhyw ran ohoni neu unrhyw gorff sy'n gysylltiedig â hi.." 

"Any of the statements or comments made above should be regarded as personal and not those of 
the Welsh Assembly Government, any constituent part or connected body." 

 

 Helpwch yr amgylchedd - peidiwch ag argraffu hon os nad oes gwir raid.      
          Help our environment - only print this if really necessary.  
 
 
 

http://www.cadw.wales.gov.uk/

